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Reasons for

Modern platform.
With microservices, process apps, and IoT edge computing,
TIBCO® Connected Intelligence Cloud supports pervasive
integration and modern app development, preparing you to
quickly innovate and reach new audiences. TIBCO led the
market with multi-cloud integration and containerized
deployments, and is also the first to work with AWS
Lambda serverless computing, providing
function-as-a-service (FaaS) scaling with high availability
and zero administration. With full application portability
across AWS Lambda in the cloud or AWS Greengrass and
other IoT devices at the edge, you can reduce function
development time, operating costs, and time.
“Compared to other middleware platforms, the developer
productivity improvements we are seeing are very, very
significant, between 20 to 35%.”
— Apps Associates, IT service and solution provider
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True open source innovation.
TIBCO’s core next-generation integration and API
technologies are truly open source, without any functional
or technical limitation, and with portability between open
source and commercial offerings. Our Project Flogo® is the
only open source microservices framework that runs on
low-resource devices, such as IoT sensors, and can
execute machine learning models to build smarter
functions that run at the edge.
“In the Cloud, the cycle time to deploy infrastructure and
make it available for experimentation leads to much
faster solutions that the business can test with clients.
We see third-party startups creating services from a
combination of different providers. With APIs that sit on
the edge, you can really wire together multiple services
to create much more compelling business outcomes and
revenue streams.”
— Digital Nebula, financial services consultancy
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Proven experience at enterprise scale.
TIBCO has over 20 years’ experience in mission-critical
application integration, with a solution portfolio that will
grow with you to enable sustainable competitive
advantage. Over 10,000+ customers chose TIBCO
technology for digital transformation because it extends
beyond connectivity to cloud, IoT application services,
analytics, and machine learning. TIBCO now leads the
broader category of digital transformation with a
middleware-as-a-service platform supporting analytics,
APIs, hybrid connectivity, IoT application services, and
machine learning. With over 200 reviews and an average
rating of 8.2 on TrustRadius, TIBCO customers see the
benefits of our solutions.
“We’re providing real-time services all over the house and
making it smart, really smart. We started in Switzerland,
Austria, and Germany, and we’re now expanding through
Europe and into megacities in Asia — to countries
depending on their openness to smart homes. With our
back-end systems, it’s no concern if we grow fast.”
— digitalSTROM, smart home solutions

